Systematic Approach as a Methodological Basis for Personal-Oriented Psychological Research
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Abstract—This article describes the different aspects of a systematic and a structural-level approach that is considered as the methodological basis for personal-oriented psychological research. The general provisions of the system theory were given, and the following approaches were described: systematic approach of B. F. Lomov, systemic structural-level approach of M. S. Rogovin, D. V. Zalevskii, systemic personality-oriented approach. The concepts described can be applied in the study of the individual, the interaction of the system—“individual”—“society”; the study of the selected, relatively narrow topics such as family psychology, reproductive behavior, and maternal function, phenomena of internal and interpersonal conflict. The following conclusions are drawn from the comparison and analysis of data. The organization of scientific research and psychological practices based on the principles of a systematic approach enables the most comprehensive examination of certain aspects of the psyche, the comparison of empirical research data and the integration of these into a single gnosiological system to understand the phenomenology of mental processes, to look holistically at the interaction between the psyche and the surrounding world. In contrast to the individual approach, the systematic personal-oriented approach to research and psychological correction implies a mandatory reliance on the personality structure: (core, surface structures (shell), biological basis), personality orientation, and designation of future development.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Under the system (Attic Greek, σύστημα – whole, composed of parts) refers to the many constituent elements that are in relationships and relationships with each other. The following system rankings are highlighted:

- A subsystem is a system that is a part of another system and which is capable of performing a relatively independent function with subgoals to achieve the overall goal of the system.
- Supersystem is a larger system, part of which is the system being viewed.

The system has a number of properties that can be grouped into groups:

Properties related to system goals and functions

1. Emergence is the presence of some special properties in the system, specific set of properties that are not common for its subsystems and blocks, and the sum of elements not associated with special backbone links; irreducibility of system properties to the sum of its component properties.

2. Synergy (Attic Greek συν-a prefix with a meaning of value + ἔργον – case, work) – the maximum effect of the system is achieved only if the joint operation of its elements is as effective as possible to achieve the overall objectives.

3. Purpose means that the system has a goal (goals) and a priority for the system's goals before its elements.

4. Alternative to the operation and development of the system.
Properties related to the system structure

1. Structure: the decomposition of the system into individual elements and establishment of relationships between them is possible.

2. Hierarchy: each component of the system can be considered as a system; the system itself can also be seen as an element of some supersystem.

3. Self-organisation is the process of arranging elements of one level of the system due to the internal factors, without an external specific influence (the changing of external conditions can also be a stimulating effect). The result of the system's organization is the next quality level (or element).

4. The flexibility of the system is the possibility for reversible deformation under the influence of external factors.

5. According to the system theory, about 80.0% of the uneven activity of system elements is active, 20.0% is passive.

Properties related to the system resources and how they interact with the environment

1. Communication is the existence of a complex system of communications with the environment as a hierarchy.

2. Adaptivity is a tendency for a stable equilibrium state (homeostasis), which involves adapting to the system's parameters to the changing parameters of the ambient environment (but "instability" is not always dysfunctional to the system, it can also serve as a condition for dynamic development).

3. Reliability is the ability of the system to maintain its level of quality of operation within a specified period of time.

4. The system may have an internal energy factory \( (E_{\text{internal}}) \) or receive external energy \( (E_{\text{external}}) \).

5. Interactivity (Latin, inter – between, within + activus – active) is the principle of organization of the system, in which the purpose is achieved through the information exchange of the elements of the system.

6. Isolation is a property that defines the existence of a system boundaries with a surrounding environment.

The purpose of systematic research is to build a theoretical basis, organize and conduct an empirical research, and obtain conclusions containing new gnosiological models.

The overall objectives of the systematic research are the analysis and synthesis of systems.

1. In the analysis process, the system is highlighted from the environment. The elements, structure, functions, and integral characteristics of the system are being defined. The system factors, system properties, and environment-related relationships are being viewed.

2. The system model is created during the synthesis process. It defines its composition, features, patterns, dynamics, and interactions with the environment. Theoretical bases and approaches to the description of the system are being discussed.

Using system methods enables you to systematics, planning, and organization of a comprehensive study.

II. CLASSIFICATION AND APPLICATION OF THE SYSTEMATIC APPROACHES.

The systematic approach applies to objects that are characterized by structural or functional isolation. On the basis of the criteria for the boundaries of the cases studied, four types of system approaches are allocated (see table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of the systematic approach</th>
<th>Boundaries of the phenomena studied</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Integrated</td>
<td>Structure of the system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Relationships between elements and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>its interaction with the environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural</td>
<td>System structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>relationships between elements and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>its interaction with the environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coherent</td>
<td>System structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>relationships between elements and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>its interaction with the environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated</td>
<td>Intersystemal interaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Internal interaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>between elements of each system</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In psychology, a systematic approach is used to investigate individual objects and their elements, multiple objects, complex, multivalued phenomena, such as:

- the highest mental functions;
- structure of the individual;
- phenomena of internal and interpersonal conflict;
- interaction of the system “individual” – "society";
- interaction of the system “organism” – "psyche" – "environment";
- family relationships;
- reproductive behaviour and maternal function;
- assessment of somatic and psychological health.

The principle of systemacity allows us to analyse individual elements of the psyche in connection with its holistic operation.

The general provisions of the system theory serve as a basis for the systematic approach proposed by B. F. Lomov [1]. A Soviet psychologist, a specialist in general and...
Pedagogical Psychology B. F. Lomov (1927-1989) had developed a number of theoretical and methodological approaches in the psychological sciences, in particular the designation of the principles of systemacity and the systemic approach as the key tools for acquiring new knowledge. B. F. Lomov considered mental processes to be systematic in nature, intrinsically inscribed in the universal relationship of the phenomena and processes of the material world. According to B. F. Lomov [1], we can understand the phenomenology of mental processes only through by analysing them in a multitude of external and internal relationships in which the mentality is a holistic system.

Justifying this approach, B. F. Lomov considered that the mentality acts as a reflection of reality and relation to it as a natural, social, conscious and unconscious. According to B. F. Lomov, Psyche is a multidimensional, hierarchically organized, dynamically integrated entity, in other words it represents a system. This implies the poly-systemacity of human existence and the integrity of his mental properties. By B. F. Lomov [1], the core of the systematic approach forms six basic principles:

1. Mental phenomena are perceived from several sides: as some qualitative unit, as an internal condition for the relationship and interaction of an object with the environment, as a collection of qualities acquired by the individual and as a result of the activity of the organism's microsystems. A holistic description of the phenomenon involves a combination of all aspects of the study.

2. Mental phenomena are multidimensional and therefore should be considered in different measurement systems. If they are to be examined on the one hand, the phenomenon would never be examined in its entirety.

3. The mental health system consists of many levels, and the psyche is generally divided into cognitive, communicative, and regulatory, each of which is also divided into levels.

4. Human properties are organized into a single whole, in a structure resembling a pyramid: the main mental processes and socio-psychological phenomena are at the top, their physiological processes are at the bottom, and the facets symbolize different categories of human properties. In this way, the system review needs to take into account a combination of different order properties.

5. A holistic knowledge of a mental phenomenon involves a multiplicity of its determinants. These include causal relationships, general and special conditions for mental phenomenon, mediating links, and external and internal factors. The same determinants may, in some circumstances, act as preconditions and in others as for example, a factor or mediating link.

6. It is best to study the mental phenomena in their dynamics. The integrity and differentiation of the individual's mental development, considered as a poly-systematic process, can be reflected in the shift of phases: implications, emergence, formation, conversion, possible loss of individual properties and qualities.

B. F. Lomov meant studying the nature of the psyche, knowing its mechanisms and laws as the main objective of psychological Science. The diversity of existing laws and their different orientations contribute to the variability of mental phenomena. Each group of laws records a substantial and sustainable relationship of the mentality in any area. Psychological laws relate to the hierarchy of levels of mental health and reveal its specific aspects.

B. F. Lomov suggested a high-level concept for the organization of human exploration and its psyche:

- Level 1 (the lowest). The basic level studies are concentrated on the physiological management of mental processes and neurodynamics. This level refers to the interrelated relationships of psychology with histology, anatomy, neurochemistry, neurophysiology, neurology, genetics, anthroplogy, and biology.

- Level 2. Individual mental processes (sensation, perception, attention, memory, imagination, emotion, feelings, cogitation, speech, consciousness), mental state (being awake, asleep, stressed), mental properties (tendency to organization, intellect, presence of archetypes). At this level, psychology is linked to Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry.

- Level 3. Individual is considered in terms of its structure and individual properties. For the study of the individual as an ideal entity, there are objectively existing phenomena (activities and individual behavioural reactions).

- Level 4 (the highest). A person is regarded as a person in a system of social relations. The subject of the study at the highest level is personal development and socio-psychological phenomena.

The proposed level sensitive concept of the organization of human and psychological research gives the reason to systematize the data received by the psychology and defines its relationship with related areas of knowledge. Systematic approach of B. F. Lomov [1] has been further developed within a systematic structural-tier approach that serves as a means of explaining psychological phenomena [2; 3].

The methodological basis for the study is the systemic structured approach proposed by M. S. Rogovin and G. V. Zalewskii. A special place in the work of M. S. Rogovin in the last period of his scientific activities took the interest in building a common psychological structure theory and the possibility of introducing it into a clinic-psychological research and practice [4-10]. The psychological theory of the leveled structure encompasses both mental processes and behavioural reactions. In Aristotle's Treatise "On the soul" (Greek, Περὶ ψυχῆς) there was made the most important step in the methodological, theoretical and applicational relationship from the mentality as a complex integrity to the attempt to analyse it as a hierarchical level structure. This tendency, sometimes being explicitly but often implicitly, is evident throughout the history of psychology (in particular clinical psychology, pathopsychology). There is reason to believe that it is only now that this well-established methodological approach to the organization of scientific research is acquiring an adequate conceptual apparatus and
corresponding terminology [10-12].

In Russian psychology, the greatest contribution to the structural and psychological understanding was made by psychophysiological N. A. Bernstein, who had developed the concept of "act" [13-16], on the basis of the data on the construction of movements. A psychologist, a philosopher, a teacher, has developed this theory on a number of issues. N. Leontiev [17].

Some foreign researcher such as a French neurologist and psychiatrist P. Jean (French Pierre-Marie-Félix Janet), who played a central role in the development of the structure theory and who suggested the hierarchical system of behavior: from elementary reflexive acts to higher intellectual activity [18; 19].

For several years, M. S. Rogovin and his disciples have carried out research in various fields of psychology, the results of which have been interpreted in terms of this theory, thus broadening and refining its starting points [4-8].

The main points of the structure theory. For the brevity, this is done in the form of talking points [7]:

1. About mental (as internal mechanisms) we have been judged on the basis of the tiered structure of action (actional levels). Level is such a psychological correlation between the characteristics of actions and the mental processes that determine them (private structure in general activity and personality structures), which, in relation to other action structures possible in the same situation makes it possible to judge the adequacy of the target's purpose.

2. Actions form a certain (and at the same time dynamic) hierarchical structure where the highest, guiding, and regulatory level is the goal.

3. In relation to higher actional levels, inferiors are the means of their realization.

4. Higher actional levels are, as a rule, levels that are more integrated in the individual.

5. The differentiation of higher actional levels is usually clearer than at relatively lower levels.

6. The highest level is not just a goal level, but it is also necessary to treat the underlying levels adequately.

7. Lower levels are on the brink of physiology, and psychological levels begin with object conditioning.

8. Relationships between actional levels are dialectic: higher may manifest itself as the inferior and lower as the higher levels. Higher levels may be positive or negative (as a negation of the inadequacy of the whole structure).

9. The number of actional levels (that is, the number of levels in the interval between the lowest and highest) is an unstable value. It is due to the specific situation of the study (task, conditions, contingent of surveyed, etc.).

10. The transition from the lowest actional level to the higher is due to many reasons: greater awareness of the task, its new, more complete understanding, training, and the development of a skill or intuitive solution.

11. The transition from a higher actional level to the lowest can occur as a result of the complexity of the task, the disintegration of the existing skill or the mental pathology.

12. Factors such as stress or communication can affect actional levels, but specific research is needed to define them in each case.

13. In the formation of higher actional levels, knowledge is more important than in the form of inferiority.

14. The statement of actional levels implies some optimum range of their common flexibility, because locking one of them might break the overall structure.

15. The use of a actional level in reaching the target is due in large part to the degree of uncertainty in the stimulation. The lower the actional level, the greater the variability and the higher the level, the less the uncertainty is. Moving from lower levels to a higher one reduces the uncertainty of stimulation, but the incomplete exhaustion of information at each level increases the risk of an erroneous problem solving.

It should be noted that a systematic structured approach to psychological and behavioural research can reveal patterns in the psychosocial aspects of reproductive and, in particular, the maternal function as a structural phenomenon, identify mechanisms for the emergence of deviant forms of maternal behaviour and develop effective methods for their correction.

A systemic personality-oriented approach.

The most promising and ethically predominant position in examining the reproductive function of women is to focus the research on the personality structure as the main determinant of the implementation of the reproductive behaviour and, in particular, the maternal function. This position, which can be presented as a systematic, personal-oriented approach, has not only a scientific but also a practical meaning: It allows to conduct a psychological correction of identified reproductive behavioural deviations, relying on personal resources and the "healthy part of the individuality" of the client.

The term "personality-oriented approach" has been widely disseminated in psychology, medicine, education and social research, in particular in relation to marriage and family relations.

The ideas of a personal-oriented approach were put forward by the creators and leading representatives of the humanistic psychology of the 1960s. By American psychologist K. R. Rogers (Carl Ransom Rogers; 1902-1987) and A. H. Maslow (Abraham Harold Maslow; 1908-1970). The humanistic direction in psychology has emerged as opposed to the doctrine of the behavioural response of individuals – behaviorism. As part of this approach, a person was viewed as a biological material system that reacts to external stimuli, without taking into account personal characteristics and social factors. In addition, it was considered permissible to transfer to people results acquired by conducting experiments on animals. Human psychologists have set the goal of a personal-oriented approach to change the image of a man and his nature [21-29].
Thanks to the scientific and practical work of K. R. Rogers and his followers, the humanistic stance is now being pursued through a personal-oriented approach that affects not only psychological science but also the broad aspects of social life of society.

A personal-oriented approach, based on the fact that the individual is the unity of the mental characteristics that make up her identity, implements its technology as an important methodological principle of the individual approach that Interpretations of data from psychodiagnostic studies and subsequent rehabilitative activities take into account the individual characteristics of each woman as the subject of reproductive behaviour. This creates, in our view, the optimal conditions for promoting the personal development of the client and the successful conduct of psychological activities [22-29].

CONCLUSION.

The organization of scientific research and psychological practices based on the principles of a systematic approach enables the most comprehensive examination of certain aspects of the psyche, the comparison of empirical research data and the integration of these into a single gnosiological system to understand the phenomenology of mental processes, to look holistically at the interaction between the psyche and the surrounding world.

In contrast to the individual approach, the systematic personal-oriented approach to research and psychological correction implies a mandatory reliance on the personality structure: (core, surface structures (shell), biological basis), personality orientation, and designation of future development.
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